
Lesson 11 
Unit Review
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Target Language 

In this lesson, we will review:

the key words in different topics;

some useful expressions and grammar structures;

a topic-related passage.



Review the key words in different topics.
Cross out the word that does not belong to the group.

C
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Yen

Kilt 

Yellowstone

New Year

Bow

Dirham

Euro 

Bank Hanbok

Lederhosen Angkor Wat Scold

Amazon 
Rainforest Wave hand

Hand shake

Examination

Thanksgiving

Halloween

Dead Sea

Pound
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Review the key words in different topics.
Guess the word based on the given description.

1. A flag of a Western country that has a big red cross design.

2. The money currency that people need if they travel to Japan.

3. A famous structure located in Cambodia that is visited for religious purposes. 

4. A place for entertainment that allows people to enjoy different rides. 

5. A national costume that is worn by women in Austria on special occasions.

6. A life event when two people exchange sweet vows.
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Review the key sentences.
Match the picture to the correct sentence.

4. I’d like to wear a kilt for the party.

2. The Grand Canyon is one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the World.

6. Congratulations on your wedding! 

1. The colors and designs of the French flag and the Thai flags are alike. 

5. The hanbok looks amazing. You should try it on. 

3. I recommend the Louvre museum if you’re into historical sites.

A B C D E F
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Review the key sentences.
Match to complete each sentence.

I wonder if you know
meaning of the colors 

in the Thai flag. 

I'd like to exchange
for the opening of the new 

stadium.

I am curious about the

I am happy for

I've booked tickets

your wedding.

the way from here to the 
Buckingham Palace.

300 euros to dollars.
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Review the useful expressions.
Choose the word that best fits the sentence.

2. I ______ to Yellowstone Park with my family.

A has been B have been C had been

Thankfully the man’s handshake was ______ firm ______ limp.1.

A either; or B both; nor C neither; nor

The Colosseum is ______ being the biggest Amphitheater.3.

A well-known B recommend C known for
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Review the useful expressions.
Choose the word that best fits the sentence.

5. 300 euros is ______ to 38000 in yen.

What do you ______ Valentine’s Day?4.

A excited for B like about C fancy to

We celebrate New Year’s Day ______ the first day of January.6.

A equivalent B similar C alike

A at B on C in



General review
Fill in the blanks with the correct words you learned from this unit.
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There are various ways to share your culture with others. One of these is through 

wearing your country's national costume. In Western countries like Austria and Scotland, 

locals showcase their folk costumes on special occasions. In Austria, for example, women 

wear a d_____ while men wear a l_____ on a festival called Oktoberfest. It's a casual 

gathering where guests greet one another by c_______ and waving of hands. On the other 

hand, in Asian countries like South Korea and Japan, traditional costumes are often worn 

on formal events. For instance, most elderly Korean prefer wearing their h______  on 

celebrations like w______, birthdays, and New Year.  


